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Progress Towards Lake Berryessa Renaissance: Napa County Moves Forward!

An Insight Into False Beliefs
"It is difficult to get a man to
understand something when his
salary depends upon his not

understanding it." Upton Sinclair

In an email to the Lake Berryessa News,
Deputy Napa County Executive Officer
MollyRattigan reported that, “Weare in the
process of finalizing the marketing report
with Ragatz Realty and the job description
for the Concessionaire Manager for Lake
Berryessa. Both should be final in early
August and we’ll move to the bidding
documents. Plan is to release documents in
September.”
Although the rebuilding process has been
delayed several times, the latest being the
COVID19 crisis, everyone following this
process is breathing a sigh of relief that the
wheels are, once again, at least turning.
TheMPA’s first phase paves theway for the
county to choose developers for three
lakeside resort sites, Monticello Shores,
Spanish Flat and Steele Canyon RecAreas.
Under Phase 2, by or before Nov. 1, 2030,
the county will determine whether to take
over recreationmanagement responsibility
for two other sites -- Pleasure Cove Marina
and Markley Cove Resort currently under
multi-year contracts with Reclamation.
In Phase 3, by 2030 the county may elect to
assume recreation management
responsibility for Berryessa Point
Recreation Area and Putah Canyon
Recreation Area. (See Putah Canyon story
on Page 2: Bureau of Reclamation Opens
Ten Year Term Bids for Putah Canyon
RecArea.)
In a statement to the North Bay Business
Journal Rattigan said, “We plan to send out
bidding packages by September. We
maintain a list of interested parties and will
provide information and updates about
these emerging business opportunities.”
“It has been too long since we experienced
a thriving Lake Berryessa,” said Supervisor
Diane Dillion, chair of the Napa County

Board of Supervisors.“We want to work
with the community to restore economic
vitality to the region surrounding one of
Napa County’s most important recreational
areas.We thank the Bureau of Reclamation
for working with us and for providing the
county the opportunity to bringbackvibrant
concessions at Lake Berryessa.”
LakeBerryessaBoat andJetSkiRentals and
Repair Owner Marty Rodden hopes to see
Spanish Flat, Monticello Shores and Steele
Canyon redeveloped.
Although Lake Berryessa was closed for
several months due the virus restrictions,
since it opened lastmonth the response from
the public has been overwhelming -
showing again that the lake is a major
recreation draw. “We are booked up solid
through August for our wakeboard, ski and
pontoon boat rentals as well as for jet skis,
fishing boats, kayaks and paddle board
reservations,” Rodden said.
Rodden, a long-term local business owner
with deep ties to the community believes,
“A number of good companies plan to bid
on one or more of these properties.”
Hopefully financially-solid recreation
companies will recognize the profit
potential described in so much detail in the
Ragatz Report commissioned by the
County in 2017: Lake Berryessa: An
Untapped Resort Development
Opportunity. (The full Ragatz Report is
available at:www.lakeberryessanews.com/
special-publications/rfii-process--ragatz-
report/final-lake-berryessa-ragatz.pdf)
It is gratifying that the county is working
once again with Ragatz to assist in writing
the bid prospectus.
One enduring business, the Turtle RockBar
&Café operatedbyPeteLeung for 40years,
regularly sees his parking lot packed with

motorcycles, cars, trucks and boat trailers -
even with the present health restrictions.
“The future is promisingwith opportunities
for development, and property prices are
going up,” said Leung, known for his
famous egg rolls. “There is money to be
made here if the county is willing to
entertain new ideas, but we need to get
resorts developed, new lodging, more
restaurants, shower facilities as well as
water and sewer infrastructure to support
them.”
Most residents and regular visitors agree.
The Ragatz report concluded, based on
extensive input, analysis, and survey results
that:
“The challenge and opportunity are to
redevelop the five concession areas into
resorts that more appropriately reflect the
lifestyle of today’s participants in outdoor
recreation – higher quality, more variety,
greater convenience, more nature-based
(but not forgetting the ever-popularity of
motor boats and RVs), more family-
oriented, etc.
If more care is given to these important
trends, Lake Berryessa has the opportunity
to: (1) become a significant year-round
destination for the almost 10million people
in the Bay Area and Sacramento; (2)
significantly impact the economy of Napa
County; (3) be profitable to appropriately
selected concessionaires; and (4) do so
while maintaining and enhancing the
natural environment.”
It is not the intent to make Lake Berryessa
into a highly-commercialized, over-dense
environment. Care must be taken to always
balance the criteria of consumer demand,
economic gain and protection of Lake
Berryessa’s beautiful natural setting.

This is 2020 - we know how to do that!

How to Coach 9-Year Olds
During a game, the coach called one of his 9-year-old baseball players aside and asked,

"Do you understand what cooperation is? What a team is?"
"Yes, coach", replied the little boy. "

Do you understand that what matters is whether we win or lose together as a team?"
The little boy nodded in the affirmative.

"So," the coach continued, "I'm sure you know, when an out is called, you shouldn't argue,
curse the umpire, or call him an a-hole. Do you understand all that?"

Again, the little boy nodded in the affirmative.
The coach continued, "And when I take you out of the game so that another boy gets a chance

to play, it's not a dumb-ass decision or that the coach is a poopyhead is it?"
"No, coach."

"Good", said the coach.
"Now go over there and explain all

that to your grandmother.”
*****

Lake Level as of 7/29/20

Lake Berryessa's water level has dropped to 424.6 feet, 15.4 feet below Glory Hole. This is
a “normal” level at this time of year. Water temperature measured at Monticello Dam is 80
degrees at the surface to 10 feet, 63 degrees average at 40 feet, and 53 degrees at 70 feet.

The roundest knight at King
Arthur's round table was Sir

Cumference. He acquired his size
from too much pi.

I thought I saw an eye doctor on an
Alaskan island, but it turned out to

be an optical Aleutian.

The butcher backed into the meat
grinder and got a little behind in his

work.

Renaissance is a French word
meaning “rebirth.” It refers to a

period in European civilization that
was marked by a revival of

Classical learning and wisdom.
In 2020 it refers to the rebirth of a
family recreation jewel through the
creation of modern, eco-friendly
resorts open and affordable to all.

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/upton-sinclair-quotes


The Lake Berryessa Watershed
by Paige Norberg,

Lake Berryessa Watershed Partnership
Didyouknow thatLakeBerryessa is a reservoir and that its
water is used for recreation, habitat for fish and wildlife,
irrigation for farming, AND as a drinking water source for
SolanoCounty?Manypeople are surprised to learn that the
water that they boat on has such a wide array of uses and
that theypersonally are affectedby thewater quality, either
directly when they drink it, or indirectly as it is used on
local farms. As the water in the lake is delivered across a
network of creeks, canals and pipes to the surrounding
community, this watershed is critical for our region.

Awatershed is an areawherewater is carried in the form of
rain and snow through groundwater and runoff on roads to
a network of storm drains, creeks and rivers that eventually
converge into one water source. Lake Berryesssa naturally
drains into Putah Creek and travels through Davis and into
the Sacramento River and eventually into the ocean. The
constructedwatershedbringswater fromLakeBerryessa to
the Putah South Canal and into Solano County.

The water supply for Lake Berryessa is derived from the
568 squaremile drainagebasin above thedam. (Seemapon
Page 6.) There is no connection to the snowmelt from the
Sierras. The elevation of the basin ranges from 182 feet at
the dam to 4,722 feet at the upper end of Putah Creek with
most of the basin lying below 1,500 feet. There are four
principal creeks that flow into Lake Berryessa: Capell
Creek, Pope Creek, Eticuera Creek, and Putah Creek, the
main drainage of the basin.

The lake is 23 miles long, 3 miles wide, with 165 miles of
shoreline and is fed by the headwaters to the 576 square
mile Putah Creek watershed. Rainfall levels vary
significantly by location. Moskowite Corners is usually
about 10% - 20% higher in rain totals than the nearby (7
miles) Berryessa Highlands. Calistoga, Angwin, andNapa
provide an interesting precipitation comparison, but they
are not within the Putah Creek Watershed. Middletown
rainfall is a better comparison since it is really the
headwaters to Putah Creek and flows directly into the lake

The water cycle plays a crucial part in a watershed as the
evaporation from the bodies of water eventually make it
back into the entire ecosystem in the form of rain or snow.
As John Wesley Powell, a geologist, said, a watershed is
“that area of land, a bounded hydrologic system, within
which all living things are inextricably linked by their
common water course and where, as humans settled,
simple logic demanded that they become part of a
community."

It is this connection to all living things that is so important
to remember when thinking about Lake Berryessa as a

watershed. Trash, oil, or other chemicals dumped in the
surrounding areas will eventually make their way into the
storm drains that connect to the creeks that flow into
Berryessa. From there thewaterwill either be consumedby
humans, used for irrigation, or make its way to the Pacific
Ocean. Marine debris, or trash, can then be consumed by
life at sea or end up in the North Pacific Gyre, also known
as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. This swirling mass
collects trash from all over the world.

This is why the Lake Berryessa Watershed Partnership is
working so hard to educate boaters and recreationists about
keeping the lake clean.Ourwatershed andour entire region
will benefit if eachoneofusdoourpart bynot polluting and
picking up litter. Remember, if youwouldn’t want to drink
it, don’t put it in the lake!

2 Onion Headlines

New but refreshingly self-aware movement is
growing across America. They call

themselves Idioters. "We do not know how
any stuff works and are proud of it!
Freedom!" says founding member.

Desperate CDC Now Just Claiming Wearing
A Mask Will Make You Rich And Famous

Beyond Wildest Dreams

Student Travels To Remote Indian Temple To
Train With Legendary Yoga Ball

‘Huh, That’s Kind Of Weird,’ Thinks Fruit
Fly Diving In To Dish Of Honey Containing

Corpses Of 15 Other Fruit Flies

Vacuous Fool Using ‘Wicker’ And ‘Rattan’
Interchangeably

Georgia Secretary Of State Vows To
Investigate Why Some Residents Forced To

Wait 2 Centuries To Vote

CDC Guidelines Say It’s Safe To Play Tennis
If That’s Honestly How You Want To Spend

Your Free Time

Economist Has Great Idea For Sitcom Where
Keynesian And Friedmanite Have To Live

Together

Frustrated Mayors Demand Constituents Stop
Paying Such Close Attention To Everything

They Do

CDC Horrified After Discovering Existence
Of Thousands Of Public Pools

IRS Announces Taxpayers Can Make Checks
Directly Payable To Any Corporation Or

Billionaire They Want This Year

Tide Accused Of Over-Inflating Number Of
Children Who Roll Around In Mud Puddles

Before Running Into House

Panicked White Woman Calls Police On
Statue Of Martin Luther King Jr.

Op-Ed: Rep. Yoho is So Sexist His Name is a
Catcall

Nike Releases First Shoe Designed For
Competitive Chess

CDC: Wearing A Mask Cuts Down On
Accidental Run-Ins And Unnecessary

Conversations By 75%

7Bureau of Reclamation Opens
Ten Year Term Bids for the
Putah Canyon Recreation Area

Per the Managing Partner Agreement between Napa
County and the Bureau of Reclamation, Steele Canyon,
Spanish Flat, and Monticello Shores will be the first
recreation areas to be put up for bid. However, that leaves
the Putah Canyon Recreation area out of MPA play until
2030.
Putah Canyon is being run now by Royal Oak
Management on an interim contract with the BOR. But
Putah Canyon is on the list for the County to take over as
oneof the last recreationareason the schedule - after 2030.
So theBOR seems to be extending the present contract for
ten years to buffer that extended time frame. By law
Reclamationhas tohaveanopenbidprocess.SoRoyalElk
may bid and be the company that keeps the present
contract. Expect some, but not much, development no
matter who takes over the concession.
Per the MPA: "Putah Canyon: Reclamation, and Napa
County, may agree to include Putah Canyon into the
Managing Partner Agreement (after 2030). Until such
time,Reclamationwill continue tomanage theRecreation
Area.
Timeline – Phasing the concession sites under the MPA

by the County.
oPhase 1– (November 1, 2020)TheCountywill take over
recreation management responsibility for Steele Canyon,
Monticello Shores, and Spanish Flat.
o Phase 2 – By or before November 1, 2030, The County
will determine whether it will exercise an option to take
over the recreation management responsibility for
Pleasure Cove and Markley Cove.
o Phase 3 – The County may take over the recreation
management responsibility for Berryessa Point and Putah
Canyon."

*****
Press Release: Reclamation opens concession

development and operation bidding at Putah Canyon
Recreation Area

The Bureau of Reclamation announced today the open
bidding period for a campground’s recreation
development and operation at Lake Berryessa’s Putah
Canyon Recreation Area. This is a business management
opportunity for a PutahCanyonRecreationArea camping
concession facility for up to 10 years.
With a business model committed to the provision of
quality camping, Reclamation foresees commercial
opportunities at Putah Canyon Recreation Area, which is
readily accessible by millions of potential visitors. The

location, environment, scenic vistas,multitude of outdoor
recreation opportunities and proximity to other tourist
destinations makes this a desirable location for land-and-
water-based commercial recreation services.
Putah Canyon Recreation Area includes campgrounds,
public boat launch, day-use area and limited retail sales.
Some operations will be seasonal, while others may be
year-round. Bidders may also suggest other appropriate
facilities/activities as part of their unique proposals.
View contract opportunities at the Beta.Sam
website, https://beta.sam.gov/, and search for keyword:
solicitation “Putah Canyon” or solicitation number
MP-20-LB1, for opportunities and information on
submitting a business proposal. Business will be
conducted under the terms and conditions of long-term
concession contracts between the successful bidder and
Reclamation.
Proposals are accepted until Monday, August 10, by

4:00 p.m. PST.

*****
Summary of the Business Opportunity

Reclamation, through this solicitation is outlining a
business opportunity for concession operation of a
campground at Putah Canyon Recreation Area at Lake
Berryessa. This business opportunity is developed tomeet
the standards of recreational services and facilities
identified in the 2006 Visitor Services Plan/Record of
Decision. Nature of business and service(s) provided:
This business opportunity is for concession operations of
campground and associated facilities at Putah Canyon
RecreationArea atLakeBerryessa for a termnot to exceed
ten years.
Rates for thegoods and services provided are regulatedby
the Bureau of Reclamation based upon comparison of
similar services provided by the private sector. Some
operations may be seasonal in nature while others may
serve year-round business demands. There may also be
other appropriate facilities and activities that Offerors
may suggest as a part of their unique proposals. Selected
contractor will be required to pay a Franchise Fee to
Reclamation representative of the value to theConcession
Contractor of the use, rights, and privileges granted by the
Concession Contract.
Based on visitation trends, Reclamation will allow
seasonal adjustments to the operations. The selected
concession contractor may propose partial closures and
reuctions in service at non-peak times. This Prospectus
will be open through August 10 in recognition of the
complexities involved and the potential for individual
Offerors to develop proposals.

August 2020 Horoscopes

Aquarius (1/20-2/18): No offense, but when
Aquarius got into this business, dealing with empty
and meaningless futures like yours sure as hell
wasn’t what it had in mind.

Pisces (2/19-3/20): You’ll finally get into shape this
week, though which one exactly, isn’t clear yet.

Aries (3/21-4/19): Try to break your habit of turning
to anonymous sources for general advice on your
problems.

Taurus (4/20 – 5/20: You’ll finally open up about
your innermost hopes and dreams thisweek, though
the whole thing will be pretty hard to hear with
everyone laughing so damn hard.

Gemini (5/21 – 6/21): Remember to take things one
day at a time this week, even if you have the ability
to exist outside of time.

Cancer (6/22-7/22): Lately it seems all your
imaginary friends just want to sit around all day and
watch television.

Leo (7/23-8/22): Your plans for the weekend seem
simple enough, but they present a challenge when
you realizeyouhaveno ideahowto“get somegirls.”

Virgo (8/23-9/22): You will slowly come to
appreciate the value of silence when everyone
seems to want to say things you do not wish to hear.

Libra (9/23-10/22): Clear and direct
communication is key to a successful marriage. Try
ending all of your domestic exchanges with “Roger
that, good buddy.”

Scorpio (10/23-11/21): Patience will see you
through life’s most harrowing times. Plus you can
fake patience by just sleeping constantly.

Sagittarius (11/22-12/21):They say that it’s not how
well the bear dances that’s impressive, but that the
bear can dance at all, which is kind of insulting
considering the number of hours you spent teaching
it. (Russian bears have been playing ice hockey, as
they’ve been trained to do in various circuses since
1962. Circus bears, besides being trained to balance
on balls or glide on roller skates, have also been
taught to play basketball, drive vehicles, and play
musical instruments. www.dailydot.com/unclick/
russian-bears-ice-hockey/

Capricorn (12/22-1/19): Your week will be so
varied, interesting, and surprising that eventually
the coroner will just give up, shrug, andwrite “heart
failure” in the spot marked “Cause of Death.”

2020

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://beta.sam.gov/?fbclid=IwAR3RLHGwRNH6LkbEZS7foIf6A3A8ogis8vGgLHYsK0CAidj8KTRZplw7cSk&h=AT2rBHIws1gZI-72Ni90wkd-DCXXJOf7kZDQdSFc3Zvy56FhwmNSxJo84CUeSMLiJEC8sO0ngynrMSKULHA_3oA7lcEwm9EyM9H6qI2cQO4WzSr0hLjF5hQqgAU8HaQk0dNqrp0Vl4wuw6ob1gBw1MNrXGA0e_BLKfbNLqe8-ue3CvyJ3lgeTafaEdr_FzCKwmlFBp5hL32ZUixKvsrlM9DsMHgaapxJkoviVckxIeugZi2HLDfVMjmUgY71BYjj8prWCo_ScsA7UvWCR93MqKibVQkmPd9_4j5wS_y7oE8pp6D_V4flGL2DN2qUEb0jZ2dVa2_XCwYX-oIjXOxfxy3XM9XU57jw49qYeGTjVqMtspT5NudRn-7A5tbNaZWcYeJIluIqKPHMoBay4RQwFVfBzY2SMbFNsq8BRPRtLi_1pPDIAy6Umro-UeaIr6KE1OVitlGb19IcfeJjXk-0Cl_9qJ7ELHv-JeWPNZu9eCfRRqBsyO5kqPcZ4VGktA6oJIogv2sHp6ZsFYOGLZv2vX1yB6oY4lLSGHu3Vc1LOqk0minqGBOxRURYDRV6oCVs6u_vv2AsXESbMSg0XfF7K1VTzX8Mvr7l6Pco2q5qGG6j7XbwsMM88MBLSGNt0Bqm4Q%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


6 3Got this stream-of-consciousness report from my Texas
cousin who found it on Facebook and said,

"Told y'all 2020 sucks."

Dear Diary, 2020 Edition,
In January,Australia caughton fire. I don’t evenknowif that
fire was put out, because we straight up almost went to war
with Iran. We might actually still be almost at war with
them. Idon’t know,because JenAnistonandBradPitt spoke
to one another at an awards show and everyone flipped out,
but then Netflix released Cheer and everyone fell in love
with Jerry, but then therewas thinghappening inChina, then
PrinceHarryandMeganpeacedoutof theRoyal family, and
there was the whole impeachment trial, and then corona
virus showed up in the US “officially,” but then Kobe died
and UK peaced out of the European Union.

In February, Iowa crapped itself with the caucus results and
the president was acquitted and the Speaker of the House
took ten years to rip up a speech, but thenWHO decided to
give this virus a name COVID-19, which confused some
really important people in charge of, like, our lives, into
thinking there were 18 other versions before it, but then
HarveyWeinstein was found guilty, and Americans started
asking if Corona beer was safe to drink, and everyone on
Facebook became a doctor who just knew the flu like killed
way more people than COVID 1 through 18.

InMarch, you knowwhat hit the fan.Warren dropped out of
thepresidential raceandSanderswas likeBernieorbust, but
then Italy shut its whole butt down, and then COVID Not 1
through 18 officially become what everyone already
realized, a pandemic and then a nationwide state of
emergency was declared in US, but it didn’t really change
anything, so everyone was confused or thought it was still
just a flu, but then COVID Not 18 was like ya’ll not taking
me seriously? I’m gonna infect the one celebrity everyone
loves and totally infected Tom Hanks, but then the DOW
took a s%#& on itself, and most of us still don’t understand
why the stock market is so important or even a thing (I still
don’t), but thenwewere all introduced toTigerKing. (Carol
totally killed her husband), and Netflix was like you’re
welcome, and we all realized there was no way we were
washing our hands enough in the first place because all of
our hands are now dry and gross.

InApril,Bernie finallybustedhimselfoutof thepresidential
race, but thenNYCbecame the set ofTheWalkingDeadand
we learn that no one has face masks, ventilators, or toilet
paper, or THE DAMN SWIFTER WET JET LIQUID, but
then Kim Jong-Un died, but then he came back to life… or
did he? Who knows, because then the Pentagon released
videos of UFOs, and we were like man, it’s only April….

In May, the biblical end times kicked off historical locust
swarms and then we learned of murder hornets and realized

that 2020 was the start of the Hunger Games but people
forgot to let us know, but then people legit protested
lockdown measures with AR-15s, and then sports events
were cancelled everywhere, But then people all over
America finally reached a breaking point with race issues
and violence. There were protests in every city, but then
people totes forgot about the pandemic called COVID Not
OneThrough 18.Media struggledwith how to focus on two
important things at once, but then people in general struggle
to focus onmore than one important thing, and a deadwhale
was found in the middle of the Amazon rain forest after
monkeys stole COVID 1 Through 19 from a lab and ran off
with them, and either in May or April (no one is keeping
track of time now) that a giant asteroid narrowly missed
earth.

In June, science and common sense just got thrown straight
out the window and somehow wearing masks became a
political thing, but then a whole lot of people realized the
south was actually the most unpatriotic thing ever and
actually lost the civil war, and there is a large amount of
people who feel that statues they don’t even know the name
of are needed for… history reasons, but then everyone sort
of remembered there was a pandemic, but then decided that
not wearing a mask was somehow a god given right (still
haven't found that part in the bible or even in the
constitution), but then scientists announced they found a
mysterious undiscoveredmass at the center of the earth, and
everyone was like DON’T YOU DARE TOUCH IT, but
then everyone took a pause to realize that people actually
believedGoneWithTheWindwas likenon-fiction,but then
it was also announced that there is a strange radio signal
coming from somewhere in the universe that repeats itself
every so many days, and everyone was like DON’T YOU
DARE ATTEMPT TO COMMUNICATE WITH. IT, but
then America reopened from the shut down that actually
wasn’t even a shut down, and so far, things have gone
spectacularly not that great, but everyone is on Facebook
arguing that masks kill because no one knows how
breathingworks, but then Floridawas like holdmy beer and
let me show you how we’re number one in all things,
including new Not Corona Beer Corona Virus, Trump
decides now is a good time to ask the SupremeCourt to shut
downObamaCare becausewhat better time to do so than in
the middle of a pandemic, but then we learned there was a
massive dust cloud coming straight at us from the Sahara
Desert, which is totally normal, but this is 2020, so the ghost
mummy thing is most likely in that dust cloud, but then I
learned of meth-gators, and I'm like that is so not on my
frappin' 2020 Bingo card, but then we learned that the
Congo's worse ever Ebola outbreak is over, and wewere all
like, there was an ebola outbreak that was the worse ever?

In July/August…. Aliens? Zeus? Asteroids? Artificial

Berryessa Pig Invasion Prompts Action
Those of us who live at the lake were shocked by
what can only be called the Invasion of the Pigs
when the lake re-opened a few weeks ago. The
shoreline along Steele Canyon Road was inundated
by trash left by the oinkers who went down to the
lake to picnic.
Hundreds of complaints from local residents to
Bureau of Reclamation and Napa County officials
about the porker tourist invasion resulted in
dumpsters and porta-potties being placed along
Steele Canyon Road below the Steele Canyon
Recreation Area entrance.
The mess some of these jerks left behind was
unconscionable. We've all had our fun times
watching tourons at the launch ramps, but these
piggy criminals don't deserve any laughter - just big
fines.
Below is a report from the LBBO interns who
usually provide invassive mussel inspection
services at the recration areas. They also did their
share to clean up the Steele Canyon shoreline last
week.

Lake Berryessa Boater Outreach Program
July 20-21, 2020

The Lake Berryessa interns spent a productive two
days at the Steele Canyon pullouts collecting litter
from along the road and by the lake shore. On
Monday, the interns collected 238 pounds of litter
and on Tuesday they collected 142 pounds with a
two-day total of 380 pounds!
Highlights included finding an old mattress and an
inflatablepool tube.Theyhad theextraordinaryhelp
of Park Ranger Dave from the Bureau of
Reclamation. On Monday, the group found a large
jug (that was presumed to be filled with water)
buried next to a drainage pipe.
Once it was brought to the rest of the collected
garbage, it began leaking oil. The jug was quickly
double-bagged so that Dave could dispose of it
properly. The interns used an oil absorbent pillow
and sheet to soak up as much leaked oil from the
ground as they could. They will return next week to
the north-end of the lake.

Solano County Water Agency Stops Mussel Contaminated Patio Boat
A 25-foot pontoon boat was bought in Chicago and then had transported to California. It
somehowpassed the stateborder inspection.Anyonewhohadwalkedby theboatmaynothave
noticed the invasive mussels. That likely explains how the boat cleared the border inspection.
The boat continued its journey down to Santa Rosa, and eventually was ready to be launched
in Lake Sonoma.

It was there the boat owner learned he had some stowaways – and the kind of stowaways the
Solano County Water Agency (SCWA) spends a considerable amount of funds on annually
to keep out of Lake Berryessa. Invasive mussels had taken hold on the boat, and if allowed to
launch, could have become the start of a serious problem for Lake Sonoma, or any waterway
and the water users.

The mussels have been known to destroy pumps and irrigation systems, causing millions of
dollars indamage if notheld incheck.Waterquality is alsoan issue.ZebraandQuaggamussels
have been found in 29waterways inCalifornia, predominantly in the southern part of the state.
Millions of dollars have been spent in eradication efforts.

Lake Berryessa is completely free of the invasive species, and keeping the it clean is why the
agency is working to develop a rapid response plan if the lake were to be compromised.
Keeping the mussels from getting into lower Putah Creek is also a concern.

This episode is a good educational tale for the
boaters who complain about the inspections before
being allowed to launch onto Berryessa. The water
agencyhires12seasonal inspectors tomaneachboat
launchat the lake. It alsooperates adecontamination
center at Steel Canyon Recreation Area – and it was
there the much traveled pontoon ended up.

The boat went through three decontamination
cycles, but a specially trained dog with the state
DepartmentofFish&Wildlife still hit onmusselson
thevessel.With this boat inparticular – theyactually

found closed shells still attached with moisture inside indicating some could have still been
alive. Mussels can live up to 30 days out of water. With this boat the first reason for concern
was the possibility ofwater being taken on and sitting in the pontoonswhichmussels can grow
and live in for as long as the water stands in them.

The second reason to try to remove as much dead
mussels as possible is that too much dead mussel
material released into awaterway can set off a false
positive for DNA – which would change Lake
Berryessa’s status of “mussel free” to “suspect
waterbody”. They agency would have to act
accordingly until they receive all negative results
for the next two following years.

The boat’s engine was torn apart in hopes of
completing the decontamination task. Live
mussels were found in the engine by a Lake
Berryessa Boat & Jet Ski Repair mechanic.
Additional decontamination work was then
completed on the pontoon boat. There was no cost
to the boat owner. Because of SCWA’s grant
funding, and because it is worth it to protect Lake
Berryessa the service is free.

Maths Magic: Just try it.
“259 x your age x 39 = ?”

You will get an interesting result.

A rubber band pistol was confiscated from
algebra class because it was a weapon of math



54 Beautiful Berryessa Book Released

For those of uswho loveLakeBerryessa and theGreater
Lake Berryessa Region, a new book has just been
published that gives amazing descrptions of the
geologic and biologicalmakeup of the region, including
beautiful maps. The Lake Berryessa News highly
recommends it.

The book is available in print and ebook format at:
https://backcountrypress.com/book/exploring-the-
berryessa-region/

Exploring the Berryessa Region
A Geology, Nature, and History Tour

CONTRIBUTORS
Eldridge and Judith Moores

Marc Hoshovsky
Peter Schiffman
Bob Scneider

“Here, in the Berryessa Snow Mountain National
Monument region, is the best place in the world to see
plate tectonics.”
—Dr. Eldridge Moores, (1938–2018), Professor
Emeritus, Geology, University of California, Davis

We dedicate this book to our dear friend Eldridge
Moores, who recently passed away. Eldridge and Judy
Moores, his wife and partner, are the inspiration for this
work. It is based on many of the field trips that they led,
during which they shared their love for geology and this
land.

Eldridge was a leader in the plate tectonics revolution.
He contributed to our emerging understanding of how
oceanic crust develops by seafloor spreading, how
oceanic crust hasvaried through time, how it’s emplaced
on land, and the tectonic significance of that
emplacement, knowledge that is still regarded as
foundational. It is these foundational elements andmore
that we see in the Berryessa Snow Mountain region.

JohnMcPhee’s bookAssembling California introduced
Eldridge’swork topeopleall across thecountry.After its
publication, he had somany requests from the public for
fieldtrips that he and Judy began to lead them regularly
as fund-raisers for local non-profit organizations.

Over the past 20 or so years, they led up to 50- plus folks
at a timeoncar-pool trips all aroundNorthernCalifornia.
In total, several thousand enthusiastic people went on

thesedaylongadventures. JudyandEldridgecamehome
exhausted and exhilarated by the success of every trip.

Eldridge was a professor of geology at UC Davis, the
geology department chair, the editor of the earth science
journalGeology, the president of theGeological Society
of America, and the vice president of the International
Union of Geological Sciences, where he provided vital
leadership. He long promoted education in the earth
sciences in schools. He was also a father, a concert cello
player, and—to so many—a friend.

Exploring the Berryessa Region tells the story of a
landscape, just west of Sacramento and north of San
Francisco, born through plate tectonic forces.

The Berryessa Region anchors the southern end of the
Berryessa Snow Mountain National Monument and
holds geologic wonders including subduction zones,
thrust faults, ophiolites, turbidites, mud volcanoes, and
pull apart basins. These features nurture world-
renowned biological diversity which, over time, has
fostered a rich history of human cultures—including
Native Americans.

Today recreational opportunities drawnewvisitorswith
hiking, camping, birding,
botanizing, horse riding,
boating, and managed off-
highway vehicle use. Regional
ecosystem services include
water, forests, and ranchlands.

Full of rich details, this book
helps visitors explore this
fascinating region by car and
discover how regional diversity
developed. Readers can use the
mile by mile descriptions as a
field guide to explore these
geological, ecological, and
historical features for
themselves.

Inside the pages:

> Mile by mile driving
descriptions showcasing
geologic highlights

> 70+ full-color figures and
maps

> Lively sidebars exploring
region natural and cultural
history

> Introduction to regional
geological concepts

Berryessa Fishing Facts for the Newbie
Trout, Land-locked Steelhead,

& “Trophy Trout”
Beautiful, strong, game all the way - Berryessa's prime
game fish. Native trout go to 9 pounds and bigger.
TrophyTrout,which in less than a year have grown from
an average 1/4 pounds at time of planting (under a
special State of California program) to between 21/2 to
31/4 pounds are the second type of trout you'll find at
Berryessa. There are also landlocked steelhead and
kokanee salmon in the lake. Trout are coldwater fish, so
go deep in the summer when water temperatures on the
surface are high.October to January,when temperatures
are lower, they're closer to the surface. Primarily a lure
fish at Berryessa, but also live minnows will take them.

Black Bass
Both large and small mouth bass await the Berryessa
fisherman and the large mouth go to 6 pounds and
bigger! Prime fishing areas are on the points of land,
jutting into the main body of the lake, by shore
fishermen. From your boat, plug the shorelines near
moss brush or rocky points. When shad are running (a
foodminnow)watch forgulls, and thewater's surface for
signs of their schools-the basswill be nearby. In the heat
of the day troll deep or bait cast deeperwater; in the early
morning or evening you can move closer to shore for
good surface fishing. Again, a lure fish at Berryessa, but
also can be taken on minnows and worms.

Blue Gill
A great fish for your youngsters' first fishing trip. Olive
green with darker green vertical strips. Fish close to
shore, around sunken stumps andweed beds and around
dock areas. Good "old-fashioned worms" are the best
bait, but they'll hit most any kind of bait-bread, cheese,
salmon eggs, are all good bets. Will average 1 pound or
smaller in size.

Crappie
Another game fish in residence at Berryessa. Gathers in
schools (where you catch one, you'll find more) in the
shelter of submerged stumps or brush heaps. Silvery
with dark green or black mottling forming "stripes".
Best !its are small flys, minnows, red worms and grubs.
Average : 3/4 pound to 3 pounds.

Catfish
A night-feeding fish; feeds along the bottom. Prime
fishing areas are the shallow waters near a creek, or
tributary emptying into the lake.Bait, insteadof lures are
the best bet to take catfish. The most popular bait for
catfish at Berryessa is clams. Other good baits are
sardines, worms and minnows. Average size is 1 1/2 to
3 1/2 pounds, some going 5 to 9 pounds or more have
been caught.


